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Celebrating 40 
Years of Fitness! 

Cancer and Exercise   !New research out of Stanford University reveals that cancer 
patients who exercise feel better and are better able to cope with 
the demands of the disease and the effects of the treatment.  
Think of increasing fitness as improving your body’s “armor”.  
Doing any movement improves your armor.  In the past when we 
got sick, we were told to lie down, and rest.  But think of what 
happens when you put your leg in a cast?  What happens when 
you put your brain at rest?  Everything withers when you don’t 
use it, and the same thing happens at an accelerated rate with 
cancer.  Exercise fosters a “can do” attitude, cancer patients are 
in an endless loop of doctors prodding, chemicals infiltrating their 
bodies, a total loss of control over their lives. No wonder they feel helpless and hopeless.  Exercise at least 
shows them they can gain control over their body in a physical way.  Setting and achieving goals is very 
positive thing.  If I can climb these stairs, lift this weight I am bettering my body, my armor against disease 
and depression. Exercise allows a patient to move from being a passive receptor of all the negatives of disease 
to a body actively fighting for its survival.   !Stanford University’s Dr. Walter Bortz, Senior Physician at the Palo Alto Medical Clinic, recently discussed 
how and why regular exercise helps cancer patients. Says Bortz: “When you learn you have cancer, your 
initial response is to lie down. But we’ve now found that one should do exactly the opposite. Exercise is 
wonderfully good not only for biologic markers, such as strength, pain tolerance, and sleep, but for all the right 
psychological reasons as well.”   !
”We now know very clearly” continues Bortz, “that people who are gong through this double burden of cancer 
and its treatment. . . do remarkably well with an exercise program.  Rather than making them feel more tired, 
they feel refreshed and invigorated.”   !BAC has had a program in place for years to support those going through the throes of a cancer diagnosis.  
Referrals are made through Carol Brumet  at the St Joe’s Cancer Center.  So spread the word,  and help those 
you love dealing with this debilitating disease to keep moving. All of our trainers can develop individual 
programs to help patients through this difficult time.   !



  Bellingham is surrounded by water, and summer boating is part of many families’ summer 
activities. Take a moment to review the Boat US guide below to ensure your family’s life jackets 
have a proper fit. You can also check out the video at http://www.boatus.org/life-jacket-loaner/
fit-video.asp.  

Life Jackets 101	

By: Megan Dryden - Aquatics Director

Swim Lesson Session 
Dates: May 3rd-26th  

Day/Time: Tues/Thurs 
 10am-12pm, 

3:30-5:30pm & 
 5:30pm - 7:30pm !

In addition to the skills 
taught, BAC’s 

swimming lessons 
provide swimmers with 

a safety lesson. This 
gives the opportunity to 
wear a life jacket in the 
pool, and get familiar 
with how it feels. Our 
instructors also cover 
various safety topics 
with each swimming 

level.  

http://www.boatus.org/life-jacket-loaner/fit-video.asp
http://www.boatus.org/life-jacket-loaner/fit-video.asp


Youth Programs News:	

By: Tiffany Morton- Youth Programs Director  	


Stay Connected! Follow us on Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram for the latest news & 
announcements happening at both of the 

clubs!

We are ready to be a fun destination for your family in the summer time. 
Kids can come to kids club to play games, do crafts or go swimming while 
you work out. They can even use some of the club on their own if they are 
9 years old or older. So forget about summer camp, bring the whole family 
into BAC where everybody can have a good time. !Birthday Parties! Who doesn’t love a pool party? Here at BAC we do land 
and pool. Bring your kids and their friends to the club for a fun active 
birthday party. Kids get a chance to play games in the gym, open presents 
and eat cake, then burn all their sugar off with a splash in the pool. Every 
kid should leave a BAC birthday party happy and tired! Call the front desk 
to schedule a birthday party today! !
Don’t forget about our Friday morning family swim from 10:30 to 11:30. 
Kids Club is happy to bring your kiddos to the pool while you work out. It is 
a great way to get your kids exercise while you are getting yourself 
exercise too!



In this 6 Week Nutrition Program you will be working in small groups 
with a Certified Nutrition Coach, who will help develop and execute a 

custom nutrition plan that is made just for YOU! 

!
Lose body fat, develop lean muscle and create habit-based changes 

striving for long term health and performance. This program provides 
accountability, support and the most recent science - based nutrition 

information to get the results you want! 

Fuel your body the RIGHT way!

Introductory Price: 
!$219 - BAC Members 

$239 - Non-Members 

Group Times: 
!Thursdays at 12:00pm OR  

Sundays at 4:00pm.  
!*A weekday evening group 

to be determined*

LIVE HEALTHY - PERFORM WELL - LOSE WEIGHT - FUEL FOR LIFE 

*FIRST 15 PARTICIPANTS* 

Tina Schumacher 
AFAA, CAN Fit Pro 
PN Certified 



MEMBERS OF THE MONTH: 	

ROY & DARLA WARK 

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH:  	

MCKENZIE YUASA

Congratulations to McKenzie our May employee of the month! 
McKenzie has worked at the club for almost 4 years working in many 
capacities, swim instructor, Kids Club, Front Desk and most recently 
our Social Media Manager. She is a great with our kids and has a 
gentle, friendly personality with our adult members. It is difficult not 
to really enjoy her as an employee, she is always willing to help with a 
beautiful smile.  !If you hadn’t notice McKenzie has recently lost 20 lbs through smart 
eating and exercise.  She is also a recent English Lit graduate from 
WWU and will be going to UW in the fall for a certificate in Technical 
Writing. BAC has just started to use some of these talents and skills. 
She also loves to cook, read and play Frisbee (sort of).  !Thank you McKenzie for all you do making BAC a great place to work. 

Roy, Darla, their daughter, Brenna, and their two sons, Brant and Brad, have been 
involved with the BAC for many years. Since the kids have flown the coop, Roy and 
Darla have remained consistent in their active lifestyles. Even though the kids have 
moved away for school and work, they always come back home to visit their parents 
and almost always stop in for a quick workout at the BAC. !Roy regularly comes in around noon and is always friendly with members and staff. 
We see him Downtown following his Activtrax worksheets, never failing to stop by 
the desk and joke around with the staff before he leaves. Darla is more of an early 
morning member, often times seen at Cordata. She comes in with a smile on her face 
and always leaves a positive imprint on the people who see her so early! !Roy has recently completed 1,700 Activtrax workouts. It's awesome to see such hard 
work and dedication to a healthy lifestyle! Thanks for being such stellar members! 



2016 State Singles Results 
!The 2016 Washington State Singles tournament was a huge hit this 
year. Wanda, myself, and fellow board member, Karen from Seattle 
worked really hard to put together a great tournament. We ended up 
with over 90 participants. The Bellinghamsters represented really 
well: !Jake Birnel -1st place Men’s Open !Nick Birnel - 2nd place Boy’s 14+ & 3rd Men’s A !Tyler Burns - 2nd place Men’s A & 3rd place Boys 14+ !Marylou Gremes - 2nd place Women’s C !Rhonda McInturff - 1st place in both Women’s C & 55+ B/C !Hollie Scott - 1st place in both Women’s Open & Men’s Elite !As always we are very excited about these results. Five of them are 
juniors who have been working really hard to get where they are and 
it is so much fun to watch them grow as players! 

Photos taken by 
Jessie Scott. 

Racquetball News	

By: Jessie Scott - Court Sports Director

Wednesday Nights on the 
 Court at BAC! !This summer we will be using courts 2, 

3, and 4 for singles challenge courts. 
Come in and play before you enjoy 
happy hour or other outdoor activities. 
This is a great way to stay in racquetball 
shape throughout the summer. We are 
still in the process of doing some 
organizing but we will hopefully have 
prizes or treats available from time to 
time as well!



You have the power to change weak 
pelvic floor function! Help is all around 
you, especially within yourself! It 
starts with developing a subtle 
awareness, reactivation and proper 
exercise! 
  
On the foremost list of treatment 
strategies for better bladder control is 
a prog ram of pelvic exercises . 
Numerous research studies have 
shown that strength training of the 
pelvic floor muscles is an effective way 
to treat incontinence issues. 
It’s no fun to leak when coughing, 
sneezing, or laughing or to have any 
sort of discomfort in the saddle region.  !

	 	 	 	 	          It’s not too late! 
  
In this mini workshop we will focus on strengthening the Pelvic Pyramid - 
a powerful trio of muscles (the transverse abdominal, the multifidus and 
the pelvic floor muscles) that support and stabilize the lower spine and 
pelvis. 
We will explore mindful and potent 
exercises to promote healing, 
restore muscle tone, improve 
bladder control and support the 
action of easy elimination. This will 
be a fun focus! !
Bring a note pad, camera or voice 
recorder to remind yourself   later 
of important specifics – you will be 
able to “take the best, leave the 
rest.”   

Where:  Cordata Studio 
When: May 14th, 2016 
Time:  10 – 11:30 a.m. 
Cost:  $20 - members                   
$30 - non-members

Pelvic Power	

Stabilization, health and incontinence issues	


By: Jeri Winterburn - Group Exercise Director



Fitness News: 	

Mike Locke - Fitness Director  	


Design, Technique, Tempo, Load: Guide to Resistance Training! 
!	Resistance Training is an integral part of any workout regiment.  A few of the innumerable benefits of Resistance 

Training are: stronger muscles and bones, increased muscle and bone mass, increased metabolic rate, reduction in 
body fat, assistance with balance and coordination, and aide in performance of everyday movements.  To reap the 
greatest benefits of this type of training there are a few steps you should go through prior to beginning. If you have 

some experience doing Resistance training it might not hurt to go back through this process and see what 
alterations you may need to do to your current régime. !Design 

1. Determine your desired result and goal- “What do I want to achieve?"  
“What result am I looking for?" “What’s my current fitness level?" 
2. Organize and structure your routine- “How many days per week and how much 
time do I want to spend?" “What is the volume of exercise I need, sets and reps?" 
3. Progression specific exercise selection- “Based on the goal and structure what are 
the most appropriate exercises for my fitness and skill level?" “Are they challenging 
but not difficult”? “What movements meet my desired results and goals”? “Train 
movements not muscles!" !Workout 
 	Within the workout itself there are a few guidelines that you should keep in mind so that you receive the most 
benefit from your workout. !1. Warm-up prior to participating- Tissue mobilization by using a foam roller, combination of  
    static and dynamic flexibility, and increase body core temperature with calisthenics or  
    aerobic type exercise. “Prep the body to perform!" 
2. Sound Technique- Using the correct technique throughout the exercise ensures that the body  
     is challenged appropriately. Making the body compensate when trying to complete a  
    movement will increase the risk of injury and lower the overall benefit that the exercise  
    provides. An exercise should challenge technique but not detract from it. “Challenged  
    success!” 
3. Tempo of the exercise- “How fast should I do the exercise?" The goal of each exercise is to  
     deliver consistent resistance through the range of motion of a movement. Does not matter if  
     you are using weight stack equipment or free weights the faster you move through the range  
    of motion the more momentum assists you and decreases the ability of the resistance to be  
    delivered consistently through the range of motion. Standard protocol is a 2-4 second lifting  
    phase, a 1 second pause, and then followed by a 4-6 second lowering phase. There are other  
    slower variations as well, negatives and super slows. The exceptions to this rule would be  
    Olympic lifting, medicine ball plyometric training, kettlebell and clubbell training which are  
     very explosive exercises. 
4. Load- “How much resistance do I do?" Resistance should be selected by your goal  
    (rehab, pre-hab, endurance, strength, power etc.) and the sets and repetitions that your goal   
    requires. The Load should challenge you during the performance of the exercise but not be so  
    difficult that you sacrifice technique to try and complete the movement. 


